


The time to go after Obama is now. 

By SonlitKnight

The argument is simple. His economic policies are a failure. Despite Herculean efforts by the friendly media to paint Friday's jobs numbers in a positive light, the American people are not buying what the Obama administration is selling.
 
Their projections are starting to be seen as so wildly unrealistic as to cause the reader to question their sanity. Take this gem: 

Analysts said they expect the payrolls contraction to keep easing in the months ahead. The jobless rate, however, is not expected to peak until it hits about 10 percent next year.

What contraction? The Bureau of Labor Statistics own website stated that the number of newly unemployed rose by just shy of 800,000 jobs in May. Clearly, a lot more jobs are being lost in the under-the-radar sectors of our economy that are hardest hit by the economy and under represented by the out dated payroll survey.

To explain the 1/2 a point rise in unemployment, to discouraged workers re-entering the workforce is a bald-faced lie. Again, all you have to do is look at the BLS's own stats at bls.gov to see that the number of discouraged workers actually increased by 792,000 in May.

Yet, if you need any more proof that this article is a cheerleader piece for Obama and not serious journalism, re-read the last line:

The jobless rate, however, is not expected to peak until it hits about 10 percent next year.

Do these people have any shame?

In February, less than 4 months ago, the Obama administration was predicting Unemployment would peak at 8.1% this year (It is at 9.4% in May and climbing fast). The also estimated 2008 last quarter GDP would come in at -3.8% (it came in at -6.2%) at that first quarter GDP would come in at -2 (it came in at -6.1%).

The haven't got any credibility on the issue. To predict that this economy will peak, next year at 10% unemployment is pure fantasy! All you have to look at and see unemployment levels at the BLS.GOV site and see that rates are accelerating!

In fact, in each month of 2009, the unemployment rate has risen either .4% or .5%, something that has never happened as long as the bls has kept statistics!

At it's current rate of rise, the unemployment rate will hit 12% This year! If it continues to rise through this time next year (and there is no reason to believe it won't), it will stand at nearly 14%. There is nothing I have seen that makes that an unrealistic possibility.

Such a 14% figure would put Real Unemployment at a level in the neighborhood of 20%. When Americans look around and see one of every 5 people they know jobless, all the AP puff pieces in the world won't save the Democrats from a November wipe out.

The time for the Republicans to attack is now.
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